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Our Philosophy
Our aim is to revive the classic soda culture. We strongly believe that water deserves more
appreciation and serving water needs more style. Our motto is: "You are what you drink".
That is the reason why we offer long−lasting products with top quality – simply products
with their own history.
Our Restored Soda Siphons
Over 100 years ago the Sparklets Corporation of London set forth the gold standard for
quality and design of Soda Siphons. Die Siphon Manufaktur has been helping these
beautiful seltzer bottles to a comeback by meticulously restoring them by hand. Dedication
to quality and attention to detail make sure that these soda siphons are as unique as they
once were in the 1920s and 1930s.
Die Siphon Manufaktur is currently focusing on soda siphons originally produced by
Sparklets, the inventor of the soda siphon as we know it today. With their timeless design,
unparalleled build quality, materials like mouth−blown glass and chrome plated metal parts
these siphons are once again as popular as they were more than 80 years ago. And thanks
to the professional restoration by hand they actually work as well as they look and enjoy
growing popularity with professional bartenders and other users.
Currently, Die Siphon Manufaktur has a range of seltzer bottles in its portfolio covering
different eras and countries of origin. Fans of soda culture find their way to the Siphon
Manufaktur from all over the world. Sustainability is an important issue for the founders:
Every soda siphon comes with a 5 year warranty, spare parts and a repair service all of
which is aimed at prolonging the use cycle for as long as possible. Die Siphon Manufaktur
expects of their products to last another 80 years from to time of purchase. Accordingly
they will only cooperate with carefully selected regional partners and carefully choose tools
and machinery fulfilling the highest quality criteria.
Our Modern Soda Siphons
Die Siphon Manufaktur offers with the Tokyo Soda Siphon a modern version of the classic
siphon. Manufactured from stainless steel, drop resistant and light weighted the Tokyo
Soda Siphon is perfect for use in the rough environment of professional catering and bar
tending. It is safe and easy to use and just as well suited for home use.
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The Tokyo Soda Siphon stands out with timeless design and perfect workmanship – a basic
requirement for all products of Die Siphon Manufaktur. The Tokyo Soda Siphon is part of
the exhibition of the Museum of Modern Art in New York and was awarded with the
"Design Of The Year Award" of the Wall Street Journal in 2010.
Our Standards
Meticulous attention to detail and quality made the Siphon Manufaktur what it is today.
Thanks to dedicated team members who respect their products’ unique heritage and treat
them with care, Die Siphon Manufaktur managed to establish itself internationally as a
renowned specialist for soda siphons with a loyal customer basis that includes passionate
collectors and home users as well as professionals.
Our Products
For more information regarding our products and our company please visit
www.siphonmanufaktur.de or www.siphonmanufaktur.de/de/presse.
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